
 Minutes of the extraordinary shareholders meeting of ProCredit Bank JSC as of 14 October 2013 

MINUTES 

of the extraordinary shareholders meeting 

of ProCredit Bank, a public joint stock company 

held on 14 October 2013 

Venue: principal location of JSC ProCredit Bank (“the Bank”) at 107-A prospekt Peremohy, city of Kyiv 

Time: 11:00 – 11:45 

Registration of Shareholders 

Shareholders (their proxies) who came to participate in the extraordinary general shareholders 
meeting (“the Meeting ”) were registered by the Registration commission as appointed by the 
resolution of the Supervisory Board of the Bank dated 09.09.2013 against the register of shareholders 
eligible to participate in the Meeting drawn up by the National Depository of Ukraine as of 8 October 
2013. 
Total number of the shareholders listed in the register – 3 (three). Total number of votes of the 
shareholders holding voting shares is 476,101 votes, as for the decisions to be taken by cumulative 
voting the total number of votes of the shareholders holding voting shares makes 2,380,505 votes. 
The following shareholders (proxies) have registered to participate in the Meeting: 

ProCredit Holding AG 
& Co. KGaA -  

285,667 ordinary registered shares or 285,667 votes respectively, 
representing 60.001% of the total amount of voting shares. 
Proxy – Mr Denys Furmanets (per power of attorney) 
 

KfW -  95,220 ordinary registered shares or 95,220 votes respectively 
da, representing 20,000% of the total amount of voting shares. 
Proxy – Mr Gunnar Wälzholz (per power of attorney) 
 

European  bank  for  
reconstruction and 
development -  

95 214 ordinary registered shares or 95 214 votes respectively, 
representing 19,999% of the total amount of voting shares. 
Proxy – Ms Svitlana Tsyba (per power of attorney). 

 

A list of shareholders registered to participate in the Meeting may be found attached hereto. 

Determination of quorum 

Pursuant to section 9.10 of the Bank’s сharter the Meeting shall be deemed to have a quorum if the 
shareholders (their proxies) jointly holding no less than 60 percent of voting shares have registered to 
participate in such Meeting. According to the report of the Chairperson of the Registration 
Commission Mr V. Smolinskyi shareholders jointly holding 476,101 of the Bank’s ordinary registered 
shares, which constitute 100% of the voting shares, have registered to participate in the Meeting. 
Registration Commission declared the Meeting to have a quorum.  

Chairperson and Secretary 

Under resolution of the Supervisory Board of the Bank dated 9 September 2013, Mr Victor 
Ponomarenko, General Manager of the Bank, was appointed as a Chairperson of the Meeting, and 
Ms Victoria Tsilinchuk, Head of International Relations Department, was appointed as a Secretary for 
the Meeting.  
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Voting procedure and tabulation of votes 

Pursuant to section 9.13 of the Bank’s charter the agenda items put to vote are subject to open voting 
in the form of a show of hands based on one-share-one-vote principle, except for the item 2 on re-
election of the Bank’s Supervisory Board members. Decision on election of the Supervisory Board 
members shall be taken by the cumulative voting procedure, using the voting ballots. Candidates who 
have won the majority of votes shall be deemed elected. 

The tabulation of votes is performed by the two tabulation commission members – Mr Valeriy 
Smolinsky and Ms Victoria Tsilinchuk, both appointed by decision of the extraordinary shareholders 
meeting of the Bank dated 12 August 2013 on the ongoing basis for all subsequent shareholders 
meetings until the new tabulation commission is appointed by the shareholders 

The Meeting was declared opened at 11: 05 a.m. 

Agenda of the Meeting 

The following agenda was approved by resolution of the Supervisory Board as of 9 September 2013: 

Item 1. Early termination of the authorities of the Bank’s Supervisory Board members 
Item 2. Re-election of the Bank’s Supervisory Board members 
Item 3. Election of the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board. 

No proposals to include additional items into the agenda of the Meeting were submitted. 

Review and Decisions 

Item 1 Early termination of the authorities of the Bank’s Supervisory Board members 

The shareholder of the Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, has informed 
in writing on rotation of its representative in the Bank’s Supervisory Board and has nominated the new 
candidature Ms Lilit Davoyan to take up the post of a member of the Supervisory Board replacing Ms 
Jana Sivcova. Given that the election to the Supervisory Board requires exercise of the cumulative 
voting with regard to all of the members simultaneously, the Shareholders were proposed to terminate 
the powers of the current Board members before their scheduled term ends and to vote for the new 
composition of the Supervisory Board. All present shareholders’ representatives have highly 
estimated Ms Sivcova’s work as a Board member and agreed to the proposal of early termination of 
offices for all current members of the Supervisory Board with concurrent re-election of its new 
members. 

Decision: 
To recall pre-term all current members of the Supervisory Board, namely: Dr Anja Lepp, Ms Helen 
Alexander, Dr Antje Gerhold, Ms Doris Köhn and Ms Jana Sivcova, for concurrent re-election of the 
new composition of the Supervisory Board. 

Voting results: 

Proxies of the shareholders jointly holding 476,101 of the Bank’s ordinary shares, thus, 476,101 of the 
votes respectively, took part in the voting. Affirmative votes – 476,101; negative votes – 0; abstaining 
votes – 0. The decision is adopted by 476,101 votes representing 100% of votes of the shareholders 
registered to participate in the Meeting. 

Item 3 Re-election of the Bank’s Supervisory Board members 

Following the decision taken under the previous agenda item and according to the proposals of the 
shareholders, the following candidatures for election to the Supervisory Board were nominated:  

Dr Anja Lepp, candidate from ProCredit Holding AG & Co. KGaA, 
Ms Helen Alexander, candidate from ProCredit Holding AG & Co. KGaA, 
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Dr Antje Gerhold, candidate from ProCredit Holding AG & Co. KGaA, 
Ms Doris Köhn, candidate from KfW, 
Ms Lilit Davoyan, candidate from EBRD. 

All nominated candidatures of the shareholders representatives were unanimously approved; the 
voting was held with the use of voting ballots. 

Decision: 

To elect as the members of the Supervisory Board for the next three (3) year term as from the date 
hereof: 

Dr Anja Lepp 
Ms Helen Alexander 
Dr Antje Gerhold 
Ms Doris Köhn 
Ms Lilit Davoyan. 

Voting results: 

Proxies of the shareholders jointly holding 476,101 of the Bank’s ordinary shares (2 380 505 of the 
votes respectively) representing 100% of votes of the shareholders present at the Meeting, took part 
in the cumulative voting using the ballots. 
 
Results of the votes distribution: for the candidature of Dr Anja Lepp – 476 101 affirmative votes; 
for the candidature of Ms Helen Alexander – 476 101 affirmative votes; for the candidature of Dr Antje 
Gerhold – 476 101 affirmative votes; for the candidature of Ms Doris Köhn – 476 101 affirmative 
votes; for the candidature of Ms Lilit Davoyan – 476 101 affirmative votes. The decision was approved 
for all of the candidates to the Supervisory Board, that were voted for. 

Item 4 Election of the Chairperson of the Superviso ry Board 

In accordance with the provisions of sections 9.2.14, 10.2 of the Bank’s Charter, the shareholders 
were proposed to re-elect Dr Anja Lepp as a Chairperson of the Supervisory Board for the new term 
of office of the Board (3 years). The nominated candidature was approved by all shareholders proxies 
unanimously. 

Decision: 

To elect Dr Anja Lepp as the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board for the term of authorities of the 
newly elected Board. 

Voting results: 

Proxies of the shareholders jointly holding 476,101 of the Bank’s ordinary shares, thus 476,101 of the 
votes respectively, took part in the voting. Affirmative votes – 476,101; negative votes – 0; abstaining 
votes – 0. The decision is adopted by 476,101 votes representing 100% of votes of the shareholders 
registered to participate in the Meeting. 

Since there were no other items to discuss, the Chairperson adjourned the Meeting at 11:45 a.m. 

Signatures: 

Chairperson of the Meeting     Secretary of the Meeting 

[signature]      [signature] 

Victor Ponomarenko     Victoria Tsilinchuk 


